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Abstract
In heavy duty diesel engine, waste heat recovery has attracted much attention as one of technologies to improve
fuel economy further. In this study, he combined cycle of a diesel cycle and Rankine cycle is focused as the waste heat
recovery technology of a diesel engine for heavy-duty commercial vehicles. And the effect of combined cycle on fuel
economy was evaluated in single-stage turbocharging system and second-stage turbocharging system. As a result of
estimation, the improvement in fuel economy by combined cycle was estimated 2.7% (single-stage turbocharging system)
and 2.9% (2-stage turbocharging system), when heavy duty vehicle (GVW=24980 kg) was assumed to cruise at 80 km/h
on high way.























Table 1 Engine specifications
Fig.1 Schematic of engine system
(Single-stage turbocharging system)





















Engine type DI inline 6
Displacement cm3 10520
Bore × Stroke mm 122×150




Nozzle mm Minisac 0.173×8-155°
Piston material FCD
Combustion chamber Shallow dish
Compression ratio 17.0
Swirl ratio 1.0
EGR system HPL & LPL EGR system
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Table 2 Fuel properties for test
Category Properties Category Properties
Dinsity15℃ g/cm3 0．8279 Elements C 86．0
Kinematic viscosity 30℃ mm2／s 4．147 mass % H 13．9
Flash point ℃ 76．0 O －
Cetane index（JIS K2280） 61．3 N ＜0．1
Cetane number 57．4 Components Saturates 82．9
Distillation IBP 180．5 Vol. % Olefins 0
deg.C 5％ 212．5 Aromatics 17．1
10％ 229．0 Mono- 15．8
50％ 287．5 Di- 1．0
90％ 337．5 Tri- 0．3
EP 362．0 Gross calorific value kJ/kg 45890




Table 3 Experimental conditions at full load operation
Ne
rpm













600 0．85 113．6 19．8 1．42 185．0 20．2
800 1．24 162．6 25．5 1．85 255．6 27．2
1000 2．08 268．3 25．4 2．42 331．5 25．9
1200 2．15 280．1 23．7 2．41 349．9 23．0
1400 2．20 302．0 24．5 2．42 359．4 20．3
1600 2．04 284．0 30．6 2．13 304．1 21．0
1800 1．87 255．7 23．7 1．89 289．7 21．8
































Fig. 6 Temperature change of working fluid in combined cycle
Fig. 5 Schematic of combined cycle system
(2-stage turbocharging system)









































Fig. 7 Waste heat, available energy and power of
combined cycle (Single-stage turbocharging system)
Fig. 8 Waste heat, available energy and power of
combined cycle (2-stage turbocharging system)
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ηⅠ＝Power of combined cycleWaste heat from engine （3）































Fig. 10 Heat balance of high boosted diesel engine
(2-stage turbocharging system)











Fig. 11 Map of improvement of BSFC by combined cycle
(Single-stage turbocharging system)
Fig. 14 Time frequency of engine operation
(Single-stage turbocharging system)
Fig. 15 Time frequency of engine operation
(2-stage turbocharging system)
Fig. 12 Map of improvement of BSFC by combined cycle
(2-stage turbo charging system)
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